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GEMGENÈVE SHINES
WITH A THOUSAND LIGHTS
The fourth edition of GemGenève opens its doors on Wednesday 4 May at Palexpo.
The quintessence of gemology and international jewellery will meet in Switzerland.

A lab, a hub, a community… GemGenève is a bit of all of these at the
same time. Since 2018, gemology and jewellery enthusiasts from
all over the world have been converging on this unique show,
which strives to forge close links with the profession. This
showcase of expertise offers a rich cultural programme to enable
visitors to discover, in addition to the marvels on display, these
high-precision trades that are often unknown to the general
public. Contemporary creations and emerging talents, historical
pieces and museum collections, cutting-edge technologies
and expertise, training for future professionals and a platform
for exchange and discussion… All the ambition of this show is
expressed in the motto of the 2022 edition: “Building together
the future of jewellery and precious stones.” During the five
days of the show, which takes place from 4 to 8 May
at Palexpo, a rich cultural programme of conferences,
workshops, round tables, book signings, prizes and
seminars completes the enchanting universe created by
the exhibitors around their gems and exceptional jewellery.
“Since its launch in 2018, GemGenève has established
itself as a unique hub for exchanges between jewellery
designers, exhibitors, gemstone dealers, retailers,
collectors, connoisseurs, private buyers and
professionals, brought together under one roof
to share their passion,” says Ronny Totah, co-founder
of the show with Thomas Faerber [see p.20].
Four years ago, these two Geneva-based gemstone
and jewellery dealers, who have known each other
for nearly forty years, came up with the idea of this
show “imagined and thought up by exhibitors for
exhibitors”. Their idea? To bring together a leading
community — gemstone, diamond, pearl and

— Carine Claude

jewellery dealers, gemology
laboratories, manufacturers,
specialist booksellers, experts
and historians — while showcasing
to the general public, the latest trends
of this rapidly expanding sector.
GemGenève is therefore not an
event exclusively dedicated to
industry professionals. A successful
gamble since the 2021 edition,
which welcomed 120 exhibitors
from 15 countries in the middle
of the pandemic and during which
the Eric Horovitz Foundation was
launched, welcomed 2,757 visitors,
professional buyers, collectors,
jewellery lovers and curious
amateurs. “The positive resonance
and reception of the show have
largely rewarded our efforts.
GemGenève was born out of a
market need, a previously untapped
opportunity, which wrote its success,”
summarises Ronny Totah. Thomas
Faerber shares his cofounder view:
“After the success of the November
2021 edition — The Challenging
edition as we called it — we are
determined to continue our mission
with the same determination to bring
together the best in the field of
jewellery and precious stones.”
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Trends
What do GemGenève exhibitors think about the latest trends in the jewellery
and gemstone market?
Hilary Gale, William Goldberg
“Big diamonds and characterful jewellery are in! We are also finding that
our customers are turning to jewellery that is easier to wear on a daily basis.”
Veronica Valentine, EMCO GEM
“Non-traditional engagement jewellery is in vogue. Gemstones are also
more commonly used. Celebrities and pop culture have undoubtedly had
a massive influence here. Unique shapes and emeralds worn day and night
are also in fashion.”
Israel Eliezri, Colgem
“The new trend in our business is to use more and more coloured stones
and fancy coloured diamonds.”
Axel Henn, Henn
“Covid has affected our industry. It is very difficult for all of us to find
new exceptional specimens, as mining under Covid is very hard on every
level. Unique gems of exceptional quality have always been rare, but we
are currently feeling an even greater demand for very high quality.”
Gaëlle Khouri
“I think there are several trends going on right now. Most of all, I see that
consumers are once again valuating exquisite craftsmanship and know-how.
People are looking for products that are made with hours of work and
composition. And that translates into more complex designs and structures
in jewellery, with designers taking their time to push the boundaries of their
creativity. The pieces are becoming more emotional and collectible,
“timeless” to put it in a single word. I also see the desire of designers
to explore new materials and to mix contrasting materials on the same piece.
They are also using gemstones like opal or tourmaline and exploring their
different cuts. This, in my opinion, adds beauty and aesthetics to the work.
And in terms of style, there is a clear move towards a modernist style,
as Vivienne Becker demonstrates in her highlights.”
Rishi Jain, SRS Diamonds
“In the diamond world, customers are looking for more products in SI1 and
SI2, but still in beautiful colours and shapes.”
Alexandre Mössner, Isabellefa
“There is a strong trend towards the classics and almost forgotten
goldsmithing techniques. I also notice a very strong demand for men’s
jewellery, we will present our new bracelets and bangles for men.”
Elena Sitkovetsky, Alexander Laut
“We clearly see demand for the finest pieces whether it is loose gems,
modern or vintage jewellery.”
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Happy Exhibitors
The founders’ enthusiastic
assessment is also shared by
exhibitors, including Jacqueline Hog
of House of Gems. “The location and
the overall quality are the key assets of
this fair,” she explains. Marianne Fisher,
who has been attending GemGenève
since the show’s inception, praises
“the elegant presentation and high
quality merchandise that can be
found on GemGenève”. Raj Metha of
Rosy Blue is returning for the second
time: “The strength of the show is that
it is well organised and, above all, to
a certain extent, for and almost by the
exhibitors themselves. They started
their project from the experience that
we as dealers have at fairs; it is up
to us to identify the strengths and
weaknesses and build up on each
edition. It is also a fair for everyone
and there is a good atmosphere.”
For her part, Iwona Tamborska sees
GemGeneve “as a rare event, which
showcases unique pieces, artistic
jewellery and creates an extremely
unique space (on a European scale)
for people who are looking for such
treasures and are not necessarily
connected to the industry. I have
noticed a very sad trend in jewellery
fairs: the interest in art and craft is
dying, as they do not bring in as much
money as the biggest brands, which
produce jewellery ‘for the masses’.
I strongly believe that such an event is
necessary for artists and art lovers
alike.” Aline Debusigne, who presents
her work in the Designer Vivarium
section, explains: “This salon has
a vital function for me as a designer.
It serves as a place to exchange ideas
with other professionals for projects
or collaborations, as well as to buy
supplies. It is also an opportunity
to meet merchants who usually work
in large international centres. As the
pandemic has slowed down these
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Lectures and round tables

opportunities for exchange, the fair
is an extraordinary hub. It also allows
me to promote myself towards the
industry on a totally different level
than direct sales with end customers.”
More and More Wonders
This year, 160 exhibitors from
16 countries are reaching Geneva.
They are led by Americans, followed
by representatives from Switzerland,
Israel, Germany, Hong Kong, Belgium,
France, Thailand, India and Italy,
as well as houses from the United
Arab Emirates, Singapore, the United
Kingdom, Sri Lanka, Japan and finally
Austria. In just four years, some of
them have already become regulars:
“The re-registration rate between 2021
and 2022 is 79.82%,” says Ronny
Totah. “In addition, more than
45 exhibitors are returning to
GemGenève for the fourth time
and we are welcoming more than
20 first-time exhibitors. Houses
such as Claudia Hamann Edelstein,
Constantin Wild, La Galerie Parisienne,
or even larger family businesses such
as Shree Ramkrishna Exports, or Takat
(in both Hong Kong and New York).”
Internationally renowned
Constantin Wild, founded in 1847,
will present a selection of its very
special “spectacular jewels”, Paraíba
tourmalines, imperial topazes,
sapphires of various colours, green
demantoids and other rare stones
[see p.48]. It is also an opportunity
to present his book Gems,
Colours & Wild Stories, “a tribute and
a declaration of love for the irresistible
diversity of these precious stones”.
With locations in Germany and the
UK, Henn, through the voice of Axel
Henn, will defend its family philosophy
during the show: “It encompasses
a deep respect for the natural world
and the unique refinements offered
by coloured stones and precious
minerals, as well as the poetic and
demanding nature of our work. It is
a vocation that has remained true to
its roots for four generations.” Among
the pieces he presents is Trinity, a trio

Thursday 5 May
13:30 Round table “How to enhance the value of jewellery heritage?” via
social networks, exhibitions, literature, the constitution of a heritage
collection for the major houses. With Vanessa Cron, jewellery
historian, curator and buyer for the heritage collection of a major
house, Juliet Weir de La Rochefoucauld, author of numerous
reference works in the field of jewellery and Amanda Triossi, external
consultant to the Bulgari family for the Bulgari Heritage Collection and
curator of five major exhibitions for the famous house. Moderator:
Vivienne Becker, expert, jewellery historian, author, journalist, lecturer
and jewellery designer.
Mezzanine
15:30 Lecture “Richa Goyal Gems Addicts”.
Mezzanine
17:00 Lecture “The Art of Glyptics”by L’ÉCOLE, School of Jewelry Arts Mezzanine
Friday 6 May
13:30 Round table on enamel “Enamel, the art of fire and colours” with the
participation of several museum institutions. With Pauline d’Abrigeon,
from the Baur Foundation, Estelle Fallet, curator of the Musée d’Art et
d’Histoire de Genève (MAH), Nathalie Marielloni, curator of the Musée
International de l’Horlogerie (MIH) and Anita Porchet, enameller.
Moderator: Juliet Weir de La Rochefoucauld, author of numerous
reference works in the field of jewellery.
Mezzanine
15:30 Lecture by Vivienne Becker on New Modernism.
Mezzanine
17:00 Round table of the Association Gemmologie et Francophonie
“La couleur en gemmologie : nature et culture”.
Mezzanine
Saturday7 May
13:30 Round table “Richa Goyal Value in African Gems”.
Mezzanine
15:30 Round table “Katerina Falling in love with jewellery: how jewels won
hearts over the years”.
Mezzanine
17:30 Lecture by Amanda Triossi on the history of necklace.
Mezzanine
Sunday8 May
13:30 Round-table “The challenges of jewellery training”.
Lounge
14:00 Lecture “Enamelling! Fabergé’s best kept secret”, by Dr Bernard Ivaldi,
President of the Fabergé Foundation, Igor Carl Fabergé and Alexandra
Blin-Kourbatoff, Vice-President of the Foundation and member
of the Fabergé family.
Mezzanine
16h00 Eric Horovitz Foundation Prize.
Lounge

of cockatoos in pink morganite, F-vvs1
32.95ct. diamonds, sapphire eyes and
18 ct yellow gold worked by master
sculptor Alfred Zimmermann,
“a unique piece in a sensitive
naturalistic style, the fine details
include carefully rendered fluffy
feathers and pure sapphire cabochon
eyes” or Apocalypse, a 250,000 carat,
38.5 cm high sculpture of unheated
natural ruby with green zoisite and
white feldspar, “an exceptional handcarved ruby from Longido in Tanzania.
It has been sensitively and minimally

shaped and polished into a soft
organic form reminiscent of a Henry
Moore sculpture in all its
exquisite abstraction.”
For her second time on the show,
Hilary Gale of William Goldberg
is exhibiting her ASHOKA® diamond
jewellery collection, her “own
diamond cut”, as well as the
iconic William Goldberg pieces. “At
GemGenève, the variety of exhibitors
is just amazing,” says Hilary Gale.
“From diamonds to precious colours
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to vintage jewellery from around the
world… It is also a great opportunity
to network with firms from all around
the world.” Veronica Valentine of
EMCO GEM, a company specialising
in beautiful Colombian emeralds,
was also looking forward to the show:
“The quality of the exhibitors offering
a wide range of products, all at the
highest level of the gemstone
industry, sets GemGenève apart from
other trade shows.” She prepared
her selection carefully: “Expect to see
important singles, matching pairs and
arrangements — all precision-cut.
We present exceptional quality as
well as rare unoiled stones,
in single and matched pairs,
as well as finished jewellery.”
Thu-Thao Le Thi of Made by World
is exhibiting for her first entry an
Ailanthus Altissima breastplate
necklace in yellow gold with a Maw
Sit jade which symbolises human
condition. Indeed this tree, even
badly damaged, will always try to
reach for the sky. For his part, Rishi
Jain of SRS Diamonds offers “what
we call ‘bread & butter’ products,
which customers look for an everyday
usage. We bring fancy shapes to
quality manufacturing.” Sam Livian
of Neli Gems will bring his collection
of coloured stones and diamonds,
loose and mounted, including a No
Oil emerald (8.08 ct) and diamond
bracelet and a 6.02 ct emerald
and diamond ring.
Susanna Grau Battle unveils her very
first set, The Mother of Mothers,
a unique collection “in homage to
the earth, its creation and its feminine
strength and soul. It is adorned with
a total of 37 diamonds, 24 tsavorites,
one mandarin garnet, one tanzanite,
one rubellite and seven zircons,
all ethically sourced. If you look at
the chrysocolla azurite, you can really
feel the Earth, which is why it is the
dominant material,” explains the
designer. “I am totally in love with
this stone, but it was a real challenge
to work with it. The variety of natural
colours also meant a variety of
hardness. Looking at the design,
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you see an effortlessly elegant shape,
but it was very complex and required
masterful skills to execute the
patterns perfectly. We hand carved
each piece, one by one, into each
of the different ring shapes. Any
miscalculation in the pressure could
have completely ruined the piece.”
Culture and Education in the Spotlight
At GemGenève, institutions will also
be present in force via a dense cultural
programme designed to promote
jewellery know-how and heritage.
During the conferences and round
tables [see box p. 15], one will come
across the great names of the
profession (famous enameller
Anita Porchet, gouache artist Estelle
Lagarde), experts (Dr Ivaldi of the
Fabergé Foundation, Dr Krzemnicki),
media personalities (Richa Goyal
Sikri, Eleonor Picciotto of The Art
of Jewellery), renowned historians
— Vanessa Cron, Juliet Weir de
La Rochefoucauld, Amanda Triossi,
or curators such as Estelle Fallet,
from the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire de
Genève (MAH) and Nathalie Marielloni,
from the Musée International de
l’Horlogerie (MIH) to name but a few.
During the event, Estelle Lagarde will
be producing live gouaches. Visitors
will also be able to discover the artist’s
works and drawings and learn about
this subtle art in several workshops.
Enamel will also be one of the
focuses of this fourth edition
[see p.40] Treasures on loan from
the Fabergé Foundation and a private
collection (including some Boules
de Genève) as well as pieces selected
by exhibitors themselves will be
unveiled to the public, while the
round table “Enamel, the art of fire
and colour” will reveal some of the
secrets of this technique. In addition,
a workshop in which students from
the CFP Arts de Genève will create
enamel projects live will allow visitors
to discover the subtleties of enamel.
Another distinguished guest will
be the Grand Théâtre de Genève,
renowned for the excellence of its

craftsmanship. GemGenève will host
set and costume pieces made by the
theatre’s workshops, including the
chandeliers for the set of Les Indes
Galantes in the 2019-2020 season,
Marguerite’s magnificent dress (Faust,
2017-2018 season) and the shoes
of the Mandarin, a preview from
the last opera of this year’s season:
Turandot (2021-2022 season).
As with previous editions,
another emphasis will be made
on educational projects with schools
to present a range of training courses
linked to the world of jewellery, from
design to the technical production
of pieces, but also marketing, digital
branding and sales [see p.54].
The HEAD × GTG × GemGenève
collaboration will result in the
creation of jewellery pieces by HEAD
students inspired by the elements
and motifs of the GTG’s architectural
structure. The CREA EYES project
builds up on the already existing
collaboration with the CREA school
for the creation of digital content on
the dedicated Instagram account.
Students will carry out practical
exercises in creating and editing
live content from the show as well
as live interviews from their stand on
GemGenève. Finally, 3rd year students
from the Centre de formation
professionnelle Arts (CFP Arts
de Genève) and the École Technique
de la Vallée de Joux (ETVJ), with the
support of the Association Romande
des Métiers de la Bijouterie (ASMEBI),
will create a gouache incorporating
the stones offered by the Tank Fine
Gems company, partner of the event.
This year’s theme: Gender Fluid.
The high point of this celebration
of training will be the award
ceremony on Sunday 8 May for
a HEAD × GTG × GemGenève project
and an ETVJ-CFP Arts Genève
project. It will end in style with the
Eric Horovitz Foundation prize for
a student who participated in the
CFC project. Looking at the (intense)
programme of GemGenève, it seems
that the new generation is already
ready to take up the challenges
of these exceptional professions!

© Bellerophon | Gemlab
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“A SHOW BY AND FOR THE EXHIBITORS”
After more than forty years of exhibiting on the most important jewellery shows, Thomas
Faerber and Ronny Totah decided to create their own event. GemGenève was born out of a
friendship and an increased knowledge of the world of fine jewellery. The two founders put
forward the idea of a human-size event, which goes beyond just the commercial aspect.

GemGenève was born in 2018 from the initiative of Thomas Faerber
and Ronny Totah. Friends, colleagues and competitors, the two
dealers decided to create a show that lived up to their expectations.
The fourth edition will take place from 4 to 8 May in Geneva
and brings together the jewellery gotha. GemGenève is a show
conceived with heart and generosity, a show turned towards the
future and thought for professionals and the future generations.
The team, on a human scale, favours reactivity and dynamism
which can be rare in the world of trade fair organisers.
How did you meet?
Thomas Faerber: I met Ronny Totah in the late 1970s. I was
already working with his uncle and had been exhibiting in
Basel since 1973. We are colleagues, competitors, but we
have always had an excellent relationship.
Ronny Totah: We met over forty years ago, at which time we
were colleagues, rivals, but also friends.
How did you create GemGenève?
TF: The Basel fair was very important to us; I spent
a large part of my career at the fair. We had noticed
during the last two editions in which we had participated
that the management had changed. I contacted the
management of the SIHH (Salon International de la
Haute Horlogerie) at the time and thought about how
we could create a new fair in Geneva for our industry.
Before I left Basel, I spoke to a few people about it and
it reached Ronny Totah. He had the same vision,
so we thought why not try this adventure together.
RT: It turned out that in 2016-2017, I realised that
we were no longer welcome at BaselWorld.

— Jeanne Mathas

I made the decision to give up the
show and when I announced it, my
colleagues said, “If you do something
in Geneva, we’ll follow you.”
One person told me about Thomas,
who had the same idea of creating a
new alternative fair for our profession.
I went to see him, and it made sense
to try to do this thing together.
What is the goal of GemGenève?
What are its values?
TF: It is a fair made by exhibitors,
for exhibitors. Our primary goal is not
to make money like most organisers,
even if the fair must, of course,
be financially sustainable.
TodayGemGenève is a familybusiness,
with Nadège Totah and Ida Faerbertaking
part.Howdo theyinfluence this event?
RT: Nadège has an absolutely
incredible rapport with exhibitors.
She gives them her best shot. She
knows the show and what the
exhibitors expect from it. She also
brings a spirit of contradiction
pushed to the extreme which proves
useful. Ida, on the other hand,
brings knowledge and sensitivity
about jewellery and artistic creation.
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4 questions to… the new generation
How did the pandemic affect your
show? You managed to schedule a third
edition (The Challenging Edition)…
TF: The pandemic made us miss a
year. But it gave us the courage to
organise, in collaboration with our
exhibitors, and with very short notice,
this November event which was a real
success. The atmosphere was
incomparable. Everyone was jubilant,
happy to exchange again and to
physically see the products on the
stands. And business-wise, everyone
did great.
How do you select the participants?
TF: We make sure that there is a wide
variety of exhibitors. We have pearl
dealers, modern jewellery makers,
exhibitors specialising in fine or
coloured stones. Then there is the
somewhat separate category of
diamond dealers. We also have
representatives of vintage jewellery.
We do not necessarily choose the
largest players of the industry, but
those whose level of quality and
ethics fit the image we want to give to
the fair, that of a very high-level event.
You both workin your own companies.
Howdoes one become the organiser
of a fair of this magnitude?
TF: We took the plunge and swam.
We also have Palexpo and the
organisers of the EPHJ show as
shareholders. Claude Membrez,
director of the former and two
organisers of EPHJ also guide us.
We were lucky to be surrounded
by people with great experience.
RT: We were a bit crazy and we
launched ourselves without really
realising what it would involve.
When you kick off something,
without realising what it really
means, you find yourself with no
choice but to move forward. There
are few salons that succeed with four
people working for free and one PR.
The amount invested was literally 0.
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Nadège Totah joined the GemGenève adventure quickly. She is an essential
cog in the operation of the fair. Mathieu Dekeukelaire joined the team
in January 2019 and is now the director of GemGenève.
GemGenève is a family operation in its management. How do you find
your place and make your voice heard in the organisation?
Nadège Totah: I have been working for the family business for fifteen years.
This practical knowledge has given me an idea of what is missing and what
exhibitors need, which makes us unique and strong.
Mathieu Dekeukelaire: I was working for Palexpo as a project manager
for GemGenève. I chose to join the show’s organisation because this
environment, which was totally unknown to me, interested me. In the team,
we are all on the same level as organisers. We are able to work in a collegial
and flexible way because we are a very small team. This is also why we can
put up new projects a week before the event.
What have been the impacts and lessons of the pandemic?
NT: Different shows have tried digital, but we all agree that the jewellery world
needs to have a real contact with the stones and items. There is something
about the physical connection with the object that can never be replaced.
MD: I agree with Nadège: we will always need a physical GemGenève. But this
pandemic has also forced us to think about new means of communication,
new tools. We have considered other forms of GemGenève, other places
to complement the physical formula without replacing it.
NT: The pandemic also showed us how important it was to get together.
MD: Absolutely. If only for the student projects presented in GemGenève,
we have the possibility to go much further in understanding these projects
when we have the students in front of us. It also allows us to create links
and networks, which is key in this industry.
How did the idea of the Designer Vivarium come about and above
all how does it continue to be part of the history of GemGenève?
MD: It was born from an encounter and then built up through our discussions.
It brings a touch of contemporary creativity to GemGenève. Having young
designers, students, and support these emerging talents seemed as natural
to us as welcoming historical exhibitors.
NT: In other trade shows, you will never find young designers. With the
vivarium and the emerging talents, we wanted to create another synergy and
open up the jewellery scope. This allows us to create collaborations between
dealers and young designers. It is interesting for everyone: visitors, exhibitors
and designers.
What are your thoughts on ethical and ecological issues?
MD: GemGenève is built on proximity and trust between the exhibitors and
the organisers. It is in this sense that we can talk about ethics. We cannot
control everything, but we try to be as transparent as possible. As far as
ecology is concerned, we address these subjects via our conferences and
round tables. This is one of today’s issues. GemGenève also allows us to try
to find solutions by bringing together the different players in the industry.
NT: Today, it is more obvious for new designers, they are the new ecological
generation and have no choice.

Mathieu Dekeukelaire
© David Fraga. Courtesy GemGenève
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But as exhibitors, we knew what
we wanted from a fair, what we
liked and did not like, what we were
missing. So we told ourselves that
if we wanted to succeed, we had to
make a show that we felt good about.
But when it came to the practical
side of becoming organisers, we had
no plan. Nevertheless, people
followed us because we offered them
a different event from anything else.
Our respective ages and reputations
helped a lot. And then we surrounded
ourselves with our children, but
also with professionals.
What does that mean?
RT: We succeeded with this fair
because we were not professional
organisers. When you know you
are a beginner, you rely on people
who know the business, you talk to
them, you ask their opinion. Once
you create that atmosphere of trust,
everyone feels that the show is theirs
and everyone gives their best. It is all
about listening and respecting.
You become an excellent organiser
somehow because you are
no longer the organiser.
GemGenève looks towards other
ecosystems, notably those of museums
and art schools. How do you imagine
bridges with these institutions?
TF: It started because my wife and
I knew Jean-Pierre Greff, the
director of HEAD. We wanted
to add something else, annexed
to our sector, but which was not
necessarily commercial. Mr Greff
was very enthusiastic. We provided
a space where the school’s master
class students could exhibit their
work. I hope that these young people
can find a job in the industry, maybe
at one of our exhibitors. Secondly,
we have created a department for
young talent, outside HEAD. This
brings something more, a variety as
well as an opening to the future.
RT: Creating bridges is a desire. The
aim of GemGenève is not financial,
the aim is to make GemGenève an

THOMAS FAERBER AND RONNY TOTAH

important event for its participants.
We want to generate interest and
above all make people want to come
back. Basically, we do all of this for
pleasure. It is important to highlight
this youth, this freshness.
Apart from the digital edition, the
pandemic has changed the way we
consume trade fairs and these types
of events. Buyers seem to want less
travel and more quality. What about
this multidisciplinary trade fair project
that you mentioned last November?
TF: I cannot say much about it yet,
because we are waiting for the
2022 edition to perform well.
If it does, we will consult our
exhibitors and decide whether to
hold a second show during the year
or to export the model elsewhere.
RT: We are keen to do this,
but, as with everything related
to GemGenève, it is, in the end,
exhibitors who will decide. It is not a
question of building a show and then
asking people to join us. We can use
the analogy of a wedding planner:
we do not organise a wedding before
we have the bride and groom! It is
about thinking, as exhibitors, about
the possibilities we want to create.
Whatare yourexpectations forthis edition?
TF: I am optimistic about business,
it seems to be good despite
the economic uncertainties. We had
a positive beginning of the year and I
know that our customers will be there.
You had to set up a digital edition, due
to the pandemic… A few months after
the November 2021 edition, what are
your conclusions?
RT: The digital platform did not really
work. We do not know yet if we will
keep it this year. It was a tool designed
to be in sync with most other trade
fairs… but in our field, people have
to touch and see the goods. Of
course, it is possible to buy a white
diamond on the Internet, but for the
rest, it is difficult. The pandemic has
had multiple consequences. It has

allowed us to stop and think about
the future, about the reasons for our
success. But the pandemic has had
most of its impact on other fairs than
us. I cannot think of any fair that
benefited as much as we did. We were
small and our needs were not huge,
so that allowed us to hold on. We
were also able to look forward to the
November 2021 edition by following
the wishes of our exhibitors. The
pandemic allowed them to see that
we were indeed here to support them.
The question of ethics is close to your
heart, how does it fit in at GemGenève?
Similarly, today, the question
of ecology is inevitable. How
do you approach these issues?
RT: We try to do our best. It is
something that is in our minds.
We set up a waste management
system the initial year. It did not
work. We have also contacted several
companies to reuse carpets, but
this is not yet very developed in
Switzerland. It is very long and very
expensive to set up. In the same way,
ethics is one of the things we would
like to keep. We rely heavily on our
exhibitors and on mutual trust.
GemGenève is a young fair, in terms
of the number of years, but it is an
event that has been able to impose its
status very quickly. What is your secret?
TF: The secret, I repeat, is that of a fair
thought up by and for exhibitors. After
that, of course, organisation and
attention to detail are essential.
RT: I would say that it is the heart that
we all put into the work. People all
thanking us and are happy to be there.
Anylast words?
TF: We are pleased that this fair helps
the industry. It is a field that is
sometimes difficult to understand
and if we opened up to the public it is
precisely to show the richness and
variety of our participants and
objects. I can only encourage young
people to come and discover this
sector and get involved!
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Thomas Faerber and Ronny Totah
© David Fraga. Courtesy GemGenève
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Gemstone sculpture in natural stones, swiss handmade
Courtesy Crystal Art. GemGenève

GEMGENÈVE OPENS
THE DOORS OF ITS VILLA
For its 2022 edition, GemGenève opens a new venue in the venue: La Villa.
An original place with new jewellery houses, high art craftsmanship,
interior design, furnitures, bookshops and even… a jewellery bar!

A show within a show. For its new edition, GemGenève has
imagined a very original new space designed like a collector’s
house in the very heart of Palexpo. One can stroll from the
dressing room to the reading room, via the lounges, the library
and a mineral gallery. A whole interior universe dedicated to the
excellence of jewellery and fine crafts. The first room of La Villa,
the Dressing Room presents the wonders of the Grand Théâtre
de Genève (GTG). Sets, costumes, lighting… In this enchanting
universe of opera, excellent craftsmen are everywhere —
costume designers, wigmakers, ironworkers, bootmakers. The
chandeliers of the Indes Galantes presented during the
2019-2020 season, produced by the GTG workshops, will be
suspended above the visitors of GemGenève.
The Grand Salon is occupied by the refined furniture of the
Maison Rapin. Philippe Rapin, famous Parisian decorative
arts dealer, presents a selection of his pieces. Having
passed through the Louvre des Antiquaires, Brussels,
London and Hong Kong, this renowned gallery owner has
now moved to Quai Voltaire in Paris. In parallel to his
passion for antiques and historical design, he began
creating furniture and publishing contemporary pieces
in collaboration with designers. This eclecticism of taste
led him to create his own house in 2013 under the
name Maison Rapin.
In this ephemeral villa, a great deal of space is
given over to reading, beautiful books and unusual
objects, in the manner of a cabinet of curiosities.
In the Galerie aux Minéraux, Zurich-based company
Crystal Art, a specialist in works of art created from
precious stones and natural crystals, presents

— Carine Claude

a selection of its astonishing mineral
sculptures. In the Library, Herbert
Horovitz’s collection of old books on
jewellery and gems will be on display,
while Librairie Bernard Letu in the
Reading Room presents recent books
on the subject. Meetings with the
great names of the jewellery world
and book signings will be held there
throughout the show. You can flick
through Understanding: 20th Century
Jewellery, co-authored by David
Bennett and Daniela Mascetti,
and Fabergé, a comprehensive
reference book, the latest opus by
the eponymous foundation; you can
marvel at Juliet de La Rochefoucauld’s
Les plus beaux bijoux des femmes
joaillières, the author of which will
also be present at the event’s round
tables. Also worth a glaze are books by
the École des Arts Joailliers or Gems,
Colours & Wild stories: 175 years of
Constantin Wild [see p.48].
We are now invited to the Petit Salon
to discover a preview of the Maison
Belmont. This unusual venue, which
will be inaugurated next September
in the heart of Geneva, was imagined
by Sarah Belmont to present her
unique pieces of jewellery and high
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jewellery. “At La Villa, I present
a foretaste of the Maison Belmont.
The organisers wanted me to be there
because I am originally from Geneva
and the company is part of the city’s
local jewellery ecosystem,” explains
the designer. Her project works like
a literary publishing house, which
will publish her own unique or
limited edition pieces as well as
those of other jewellers. “I decided
to create my own brand last October,”
says this gemologist by training, who
was inspired by three main themes
to compose her first collection: the
Renaissance, interior design — “I have
a soft spot for wall lamps or lighting
fixtures, which I revisit, for example,
in earrings” — and the place itself.
With its moulded woodwork and
its astonishing octagonal coffered
ceiling, this city centre townhouse
built in 1911 in the Heimat Style is
quite remarkable. “The octagon has
become the logo of my brand,” she
says. At La Villa, she recreates the
interior of the house to present
furniture and a jewellery collection
created with her sister for her brand
Wings of Wisdom. “It is a collection
of fine jewellery based on symbolism.
I am also presenting a collection
of antique objects, because the
Maison Belmont is certainly jewellery,
but it is also furniture or objects
found at dealers or flea markets,
each of which evokes a story. It will
also be an opportunity to unveil
some of my sketches to get a feel
for the spirit of the Maison Belmont.”
At the Bar, we meet Eleonor Picciotto,
founder of The Eye of Jewelry.
Her brand is both a jewellery media
and a specialised marketplace. An
innovative and original project on the
frontier of publishing and business.
“I launched in 2015 a digital magazine
called The Eye of Jewelry, recalls
Eleonor Picciotto. At the time, there
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LA VILLA

were very few magazines specialising in this field. If you wanted to find out
what was happening in the sector, you had to go through the jewellery pages
of Vogue or Marie Claire. I wanted a more fashion and lifestyle approach.”
In her digital columns, she analyses the latest trends, spots new collections
and emerging designers, interviews presidents of the largest brands,
discusses techniques… Her readers often ask her for advice. Where
to find the latest fashionable jewellery? How to contact this promising
young designer? That is when it all clicked. “After putting all these people
in touch with each other, I thought it would be interesting to set up a
marketplace with the media. People can then buy a piece of jewellery
after reading an article or a trend analysis.” To launch the project
in 2019, the journalist surrounded herself with a team of developers to
imagine the functionalities and inner workings. “A marketplace is easier
to manage than e-commerce, because everything is systematised,”
she says. “There is no stock management or shipping, which are, let’s
face it, the hardest aspects of business.” Her marketplace now
represents over 400 brands, mainly designers. “I do a real curation, a
selection so that the jewellery is in line with the expectations of our
buyers and readers. People come to us to discover creative worlds
that are a little offbeat, original, quite colourful, but accessible since
prices start at just €400.” We discover designers such as Vanessa
de Jaegher “who combines silver with diamonds in a real
jewellery art” or Rivka Nahmias “who works with small chains
like second-skin jewellery that we wear and never take off”.
Some big names are there as well. Fabergé, “who is known
for his eggs, but who does much more with collections of
coloured stones that are just fantastic and extraordinary
enamel work” or Spallanzani in Italy “who also works with
enamel, colour with a twist: a form of very Italian opulence.”
Her media has supported GemGenève since the first edition.
For the last edition in November, she imagined a jewellery
bar, with a selection of six designers and pieces at all prices,
“something quite young and cool where visitors could
leave with a horn cuff with a chrysocolla or an amethyst for
450 francs”. For the inauguration of La Villa, the designer
builds up on this idea: “We opened a piercing bar, since in
Geneva, surprisingly, there is not a single dedicated
place. And of course, a jewellery bar, this time with four
brands. One of them, called Mgold, makes gourds with
crystals inside. The idea is to make an energy-infused
water bar — you may or may not believe it, but that
is the concept. For my part, a year ago I launched a
brand called Maison Romae based on birthstones.
The first item in the collection was a candle with a
2 ct stone hidden in the wax that you get back when
it melts. You can use this jewellery-certified stone
to set it in a piece of jewellery. I have launched
a pillow mist, eyeglass straps, a hat collection…
And we are unveiling it all at GemGenève’s La Villa!”

GemGenève 2021. Emerging Talents
© David Fraga. Courtesy GemGenève
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SPOTLIGHT ON JEWELLERY HERITAGE
On Thursday 5 May at GemGenève, a round table on the promotion of jewellery
heritage will bring together three renowned historians: Vanessa Cron, Juliet Weir
de La Rochefoucauld and Amanda Triossi. An opportunity to examine
an issue that is definitely more delicate than it seems.

Until recently, it was a non-issue. Unlike other sectors of the luxury
and fashion industry, the world of jewellery did not make its
heritage a priority. In recent years, major brands began to take
an interest in their archives and their history. But this question
of promoting the jewellery heritage is not without raising its own
set of issues: what to do with these archives? How should they be
constituted? On what medium? And above all, for what purpose?
Now, more than ever, marketing is picking up heritage for
storytelling purposes. During the round table “How to enhance
the value of jewellery heritage” on Thursday 5 May, three
renowned historians will address these issues of valorisation
and preservation of this patrimony, whether through social
media, exhibitions, literature or the constitution of an inhouse heritage collection for the bigger players. A foretaste
of the discussions that will take place during this round
table, which already promises to be fascinating.
Vanessa Cron: “We must build today tomorrow’s archives.”
“History of jewellery is hardly ever taught, at least not
at university level. Until recently, jewellery was not
considered an artistic or historical field of study in its
own right. This is important for designers, because the
current panorama of jewellery and high jewellery is very
much rooted in its own history. About thirty years ago,
the world of jewellery began to look back at its past, in
terms of creation and heritage. The bigger houses put
all their attention on their history, which they have not
really been doing since the 1960s and before. Thus, in
the early 1990s, the jewellery industry embarked on
a road towards heritage. Major players now focus a
significant part of their energy towards the past, the
motifs, the techniques used. But as I often say to

— Carine Claude

my students, knowing the past does
not necessarily imply to reproduce it.
This tendency to reproduce old stuff is
very strong in the big houses, but you
have to be careful not to lock yourself
into your own history. You need to
build today the archives of tomorrow.
On the other hand, for these large
players, it can be comfortable to
reproduce pieces that they know have
already been successful. Most of the
iconic models that can be seen at
Place Vendôme are relatively old
patterns, designs that are fifty years
old. What will go down in history is
what will be different. It is important
for young designers to know the
history of jewellery, because it’s
inspiring for them and for their
creations. Some independent houses,
with very contemporary collections,
manage to bounce back on
the history of jewellery without
locking themselves into the past.”
Amanda Triossi: “Preservation
of jewellery heritage is a recent
phenomenon, but a delicate matter.”
After completing a thesis at
Cambridge on jewellery depicted in
Florentine painting in the early
Renaissance, Roman Amanda Triossi
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spent fourteen years at Sotheby’s
as an expert, auctioneer and head
of the Amsterdam jewellery
department. There she set up
the educational programme on
the history of jewellery. In 1997,
she began working for Bulgari,
where she was responsible for the
centralisation of the company’s
historical archives and exhibitions.
A member of the Gemmological
Association of Great Britain (FGA),
Amanda Trossi is also on the
committee of the Society of Jewellery
Historians (UK) and the Università
e Nobil Collegio degli Orefici
Argentieri e Gioiellieri dell’Alma
città di Roma, the goldsmiths’
guild established in Rome in 1508.

JEWELLERY HERITAGE

“Major brands, I believe,
underestimate the qualities needed
to be an archival curator. You need
knowledge of gemology, of course,
but certainly also a background
as an art historian. Digitisation is
not everything. It is certainly easier
to record pieces, but the problem
is that we do not know the longevity
of this digital material. Digital
technology does not dispense with
the need to do thorough archival
work. In short, it needs a professional
to do it well. And it is not enough
to say that you will take care of your
archives, because you have to know
how to use them with vision, with
knowledge and with care. We have
not yet reached the maturity in the

of their houses to legitimise their
brands and their marketing actions.
They massively sponsor museums
for them to conceive and organise
exhibitions, which has more impact
than buying pages of advertising
in magazines. Why do they do this?
Because jewellery is universal. When
museums set up exhibitions on this
theme with the biggest brands, they
are sure that they will succeed at the
box office. This aspect is essential,
because jewellery touches all
cultures, all social classes.”
“It is a subject that makes people
dream, and not necessarily women,
contrary to what people think. In
reality, jewellery is a very masculine

At the end of the 1990s, none of the Place Vendôme brands had done any in-depth
work on their archives, except perhaps Boucheron which had a sort of museum
and a fairly structured archive. Houses tend to only invest time and money in their
archives when they are financially secure, because if you are struggling to survive
or establish yourself, you look ahead, not behind.
— Amanda Triossi
“Until very recently, houses — with
the exception of Cartier who was
clearly the first dealing with this
issue — had no one to look after their
archives and preserve their history,
whereas heritage is somehow the
heart of these brands. At the end
of the 1990s, none of the Place
Vendôme brands had undertaken
any in-depth work on their archives,
except perhaps Boucheron, which
had a sort of museum and fairly
structured archives. Houses tend
to only invest time and money in
their archives when they are
financially secure, because if you
are struggling to survive or establish
yourself, you look ahead, not behind.
Things have changed since the 2010s.
For example, when LVMH came
in, they brought the brand
heritage department in-house.”
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jewellery world to truly preserve and
defend our heritage. Unfortunately,
big players too often use this heritage
solely for marketing purposes. Except
that there is no greater conflict
of interest than a vision of history
revisited by marketing. The two
should be complementary, in
the sense that heritage can feed
marketing, but not the other way
around. Marketing chases after
current events and the latest trends.
It is not in the long run of history.
It does not always understand how
delicate and essential heritage is,
and how it must be preserved.”
“A glaring example is the way in which
major brands invest in museums.
Today, the majority of them are no
longer in the hands of families, but of
multinationals that use the heritage

world. Most of the time, the business
is run by men, because money
is power. Many men love jewellery,
sometimes much more than women.
In fact, until the French Revolution,
men and women wore the same
amount of jewellery. The same is
true in tribal societies. This is one
of the most interesting aspects of the
history of jewellery, which is often not
seen as a very serious art, because
it is recognised for its intrinsic value,
not for its artistic value.”
Juliet de La Rochefoucault:
“Independents need to create
their own DNA, their own legacy”
Juliet Weir de La Rochefoucauld is an
internationally recognised specialist
in the field of gemstones. As such she
is a member of the Gemmological
Association of Great Britain (Gem A).
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JEWELLERY HERITAGE

To show the progression of a whole creative process, it is not enough to keep
photos or records. You have to integrate this aspect to your work from the
very beginning: it is the first years that are the hardest, but also the ones
that tomorrow’s historians and designers will be most interested in.
— Juliet de La Rochefoucault
She began her career at Sotheby’s
in London and currently lives in
France. Her great-grandfather,
Thomas Weir, was the founder
in 1869 of Weir & Sons Jewellers
in Dublin, a firm still run by members
of his family. She is the author of
numerous reference books in the
world of jewellery and will be
signing her latest publication,
Les plus beaux bijoux des femmes
joaillières, during GemGenève.
“The question of heritage and legacy
is different for independents, who do
not have the support and funding
a multinational could have access to.
Today, some of the most renowned
contemporary designers have already
established a form of tradition. But for
the vast majority of jewellers and
designers, reflecting on their heritage
and building their own archives is
clearly not a priority. As soon as a
piece is created, it is sold. They look
at what will happen tomorrow, not
what happened in the past. But to
show the progression of a whole
creative process, it is not enough
to keep photos or records. You have
to integrate this aspect to your work
from the very beginning: it is the first
years that are the hardest, but also the
ones that tomorrow’s historians and
designers will be most interested in.”
“There is also a generational factor.
Young designers are born into a world
of images and all the documentation
of their work is through photography
and social networks. For example,
if we take Instagram, young brands
are very present, but drowned in the
mass. This poses another problem:
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the problem of conservation media. Because when you have images
on a digital medium, the medium changes. Those who were there at
the beginning of the digital explosion put their images on floppy disks,
then on CDs, then on USB sticks, etc. In photography, it is said that
the media used to be very different. In photography, it is said that the
media change every five years. This is a real problem. The old method
of drawing on paper does not need to be changed constantly. Young
artists do not realise this — they think it’s safe and sound — and
twenty years later they find themselves with a problem.”
“Perhaps blockchain technology could provide an answer, whether
it is for the history, the documentation of the jewel, its ownership,
its authentication. It is a complex technology that is not yet well
understood by traditional trade. For gems as for jewellery,
there is already a whole system in place with certificates
and hallmarking, but blockchain could bring new elements,
particularly for the preservation of designs.”
“For the large houses, the real question is to not stay in the past.
They need to innovate and move forward, while taking care
of their past and their archives. Independents have a totally
different problem: they need to create their own DNA so that
their jewellery is recognisable at first glance, because the
choice available on the market is immense. Some have a
lot of talent, but they switch topics and style too frequently.
The most successful are those who find that magic alchemy.
By definition, an artist is inspired by everything around
him. For example, Marina B’s jewellery is immediately
recognisable. She used to draw all the time. During
her travels, she would make sketches on the back
of her packets of Gitanes and give them to someone
else to shape. She had a real fingerprint.”
“There’s no argument about what defines an artist,
designer or creator. They all are artists. In the biggest
houses, the person in charge of creative direction has
the final say, even if it is the designers who develop
the concept. Independents do everything from A to Z.
Some of them try to convince the workshops to help
them, but the problem for young people is that these
workshops are often overwhelmed. It is sometimes
difficult to find one that is available, knowing that
major brands also go through them, as they simply
cannot do everything in-house.”

White gold earrings, Aline Debusigne
Courtesy Debusigne. GemGenève
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ENAMEL IN ALL ITS GLORY
It is an ancestral art whose incredible modernity is constantly being rediscovered.
Enamel is a demanding technique and an art of transmission,
which is honoured this year by GemGenève.

This is certainly one of the most looked forward round tables of
the 2022 edition of GemGenève. On Friday 6 May, “Enamel, the art
of fire and colours” will bring together the curators of three major
museums: Pauline d’Abrigeon, from the Baur Foundation,
Estelle Fallet, from the Geneva Museum of Art and History (MAH)
and Nathalie Marielloni, from the International Watchmaking
Museum (MIH). These three great specialists will enter into
conversation with Anita Porchet, a highly respected enameller
in the profession [see box p.45]. Not long ago, enamellers were
on the verge of extinction, even though this age-old technique
has brought glory to workshops in Geneva and elsewhere.
Enamel has been omnipresent since Antiquity and fascinates
everyone. With its complex palette and subtle transparency
effects, it adorns surfaces that gems cannot illuminate.
The Rolls-Royce of fire art. “It is a wonderful subject in
every way: historiographical, scientific, technical.
When you delve into the transformation processes,
into the levels of oxidation, there is a mysterious, secret,
alchemical side,” enthuses Nathalie Marielloni, curator
of the Musée International de l’Horlogerie (MIH), which
is currently preparing an exhibition on the transmission
of know-how [see p.60]. “As in watchmaking, enamel
encompasses both art and technique. My constant
discussions with Anita Porchet, reinforces my idea that
it is a practice that has a duty to respect tradition.
For me, the great lineage of today’s enamellers
includes those who have been able to maintain
this process of transmission as it has been done
since the Renaissance with families of enamellers
and later, from master to disciple.”

— Carine Claude

A Thousand-Year-Old Story
The term enamel refers to a material,
a set of techniques and the finished
object. The work of the enameller
consists of placing enamel powder,
produced in a crystal factory, on a flat
or solid metal support (silver, gold,
copper, steel and bronze). The piece
is then fired several times depending
on the desired result, as the colours
do not come out at the same
temperature. Cloisonné, champlevé,
low-cut, plique or painted enamels…
multiple techniques have been
developed since Antiquity
[see box p.42]. The first traces
of these techniques can be found
in Pharaonic Egypt.
Celtic craftsmen practiced it. Refined
enamelling developed in Byzantium.
Linked to goldsmithing, it decorated
liturgical and imperial objects. In the
12th century in the West, on the one
hand, in Aquitaine and Northern
Spain, and, on the other hand,
in the Rhine-Mosan region, a different
art form was established which
incorporated the various elements of
Romanesque art into the champlevé
copper technique by transposing
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Enamel techniques
Enamel is a highly refined crystal composed of silica, soda, minium,
carbonate of potash, borax and lead mixed according to precise chemical
formulas that are often kept secret. Its fusion produces a colourless material
called flux. It is to this flux that the oxides are added which give different
colours to the glazes, classified according to their transparency. For red
tones, gold oxide or copper oxide is used. For blue tones, cobalt oxide is used.
Green tones are obtained with copper oxide, while yellow comes from
cadmium sulfide. This enamel powder is fixed by successive firings
on a metal support (gold, silver, bronze, copper, etc.) at around 800°C,
each colour having its own firing temperature.
The low-cut
The metal plate is worked by engraving, hammering or chasing. Translucent
enamels are fired on the support to play on transparency effects.

Cloisonné enamel
Thin partitions of gold, silver or copper are welded onto a metal base,
creating a network of cells in which the enamel is melted. This technique
has been one of the most widespread since antiquity.
Champlevé enamel
Limoges enamellers used this technique, which consists of digging
the motifs into the thickness of the metal using chisels and scoops.
The wet powdered enamel is deposited in the cavities before firing.
Painted enamel
The decoration is obtained by superimposing numerous layers of coloured
enamel, applied with a spatula, which are fixed by the same number
of firings. Vitrifiable colours, ground fine enough to be handled with a brush,
are used to enhance certain details.
Paillons
Thin gold or silver leaves, called “paillons”, are embedded in the enamel
to give the colour a particular brilliance.

Grisaille
This technique is often used in portraits and consists of superimposing
a white enamel on a black background. The craftsman then scratches
the surface to obtain levels of grey.
Plique enamels
In the plique à jour technique, the metal is pierced through according
to the design of the motifs. The enamel is inserted into these openings,
which after firing gives a miniature stained glass effect.
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Byzantine models, perhaps
transmitted from tests carried
out in Northern Italy (such as the
famous portable altar of Saint Foy
in Conques). In Limoges, enamels
are an important milestone in
the history of medieval art.
Between 1150 and 1300, their large
production (more than 10,000 of
them) was exported throughout
Europe and beyond. These enamels
are rich in information, not only
from a stylistic point of view, but also
for understanding the flow of trade
and the transfer of technology. The
enamels from Limoges eventually
got forgotten, but some of them
somehow found their way to China.
“The history of enamelling is
complex, because we are talking
about the transfer of objects,
materials and technologies,”
explains Pauline d’Abrigeon,
curator at the Baur Foundation, the
Museum of Far Eastern Art in Geneva,
which is organising the exhibition
“The Secret of Colours, Ceramics
from China and Europe from the
18th century to the Present Day” from
14 September 2022 [see p.60]. “There
is always the question of inspiration
and transmission, rather than that
of copying. These are questions
inherent to the history of enamel.”
This art spread throughout Italy
in the Trecento and Quattrocento.
In the princely courts of Burgundy
or Berry, jewellers developed
a refinement worthy of the most
beautiful illuminations. Until the
18th century, enamelling became
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Enamel decorated plate
Photo Marian Gérard. Courtesy Baur Foundation
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3 questions to… Anita Porchet
How is the art of enamelling transmitted today?
This is a vast question, addressed in Nathalie Marielloni’s exhibition at the
Musée International de l’Horlogerie, because there are several ways
of transmitting. The first is generalist, that is to say, creating a school with
references and teaching that covers all the possibilities offered by enamel.
Until the 1970s, you had an “enamel” section at the Geneva School of Applied
Arts, in the same way as there is an “engraving” or “ceramics” section with
theoretical courses, courses in drawing, science, techniques, etc. It was
a broad and open training course, with a wide range of subjects for this craft
and without doubt the best way to perpetuate it, since it enabled the student
to obtain federal certificates. However, the watchmaking industry has
changed considerably; it has gone from being a craft to an industry with the
imperatives of efficiency and profitability. There were no more outlets for
enamellers, and therefore no more people enrolled in the section, which
explains why it had to close. The other way to pass on this art is to learn
it from someone who trains you in his workshop.
Is this what happened in your case?
I started with a relative, and then with ladies, I would say, of a certain age,
because at that time people did not know much about this craft. I studied
fine arts and I happened to find the teacher who taught in the enamel
department that had closed down; she taught me the practical part of
enamelling. At that time, a small company brought enamel back into fashion,
because it had a clientele in Japan. The Japanese, like the Chinese, have
a visceral interest in craftsmanship. They have this desire and awareness
to perpetuate the craft trades, aspects that they master wonderfully. I have
worked for them to some extent. And then Patek Philippe relaunched
enamel, which is part of the company’s DNA. The Asian market opened up
and there was a growing demand for enamel. It was at this point that the
brands decided to reinternalise enamel, with workshops and internal
training, which posed different problems. They train enamellers in their own
techniques, often with the help of engineers and designers, in a hyperspecialised industrial process that is only adapted to their productions. They
therefore do not have an open view of all the possibilities of enamelling.
Are you in turn passing on the baton?
Ten years ago, thanks to the support of the former president of Patek
Philippe, I was able to obtain a workshop to train employees who work with
me. They are all already very experienced and some have been there for
almost a decade. I train them in a rather intimate way, but I also want to give
them a social vision of the profession and I want them to reach a level
of excellence that the industry cannot match, because there will always be
a niche of collectors looking for very high quality. I am one of the last people
who do enamelling in a totally artisanal way, entirely by hand. I only use
ancient ingredients and traditional techniques. I have been working with this
technique for over forty years. I have a little bit of the Last of the Mohicans.
I defend and will always defend the independence of this craft against all odds.

a court art, adorning objects of art
and pomp. Craftsmen rivalled each
other in technical achievements,
such as enamel on glass. They drew
on the decorative repertoire of the
time (chinoiserie, rococo, etc.) and
reproduced paintings by masters,
and allegorical or mythological genre
scenes. The watchmaking industry
seized upon them for the decoration
of cases and dials. The 19th century
was its hour of glory and Fabergé,
at the Russian imperial court,
gave it a new splendour.
The Second Birth of “Geneva Enamels”
At the Geneva Museum of Art and
History (MAH), watchmaking,
enamelling, jewellery and miniatures
are cherished in a dedicated
department. For these techniques,
which are inseparable from each
other, are also closely linked to the
city’s artistic and manufacturing
history. “They are treated separately
from the applied arts, because they
are directly linked to the arts of the
Geneva factory,” explains Estelle
Fallet, the museum’s curator,
who oversees a collection of some
20,000 objects, including 1,300 pieces
of enamelware: the famous “Geneva
enamels”. “This technique of painting
on enamel in miniature was imported
into the city in the 17th century
by French craftsmen. It became
a speciality that made the reputation
of La Fabrique de Genève, which
brought together jewellers, setters,
watchmakers and enamellers.
In a way, it was a single profession,
with a strong synergy,” says Estelle
Fallet. From the second half of the
18th century, the products of the
Geneva factory became associated
with luxury in Europe. In the
19th century, watch cases were
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adorned with delicate enamels depicting famous
paintings, landscapes or floral decorations. “It was
at this time that the transmission of know-how was
institutionalised with the School of Enamelling, the
School of Applied Arts, the School of Industrial Arts…”
Art Nouveau offered enamel its last hours of glory,
but little by little it fell into disuse, to the point that
the enamelling course given at the École des arts
appliqués disappeared at the end of the 1960s.
“The modern enamel of the pre- and post-war
period was replaced by other techniques. With
the closure of the last enamelling class, this
know-how almost disappeared,” notes Estelle
Wallet, MAH’s curator. “It was threatened with
oblivion as soon as there was no longer any
professional training. The transmission from
master to pupil was exhausted. It is the
same thing as for the safeguarding of other
crafts. But for the past fifteen years or so,
watchmaking has been taking over this
niche. Many forgotten techniques are
being revived, research is being carried
out, enamellers’ workshops are being
organised within the factories and
even apprenticeship centres are
interested in the revival of this
practice. Today, watchmakers from
France and the United Kingdom
are back in ordering their cases
from Geneva, and enamel is once
again becoming popular in the
Turkish and Asian markets.
According to the curator,
the revival of enamel in the
years 1995-2000 revolved
around the promotion of
“grand feu enamel”, a term
coined to illustrate the
century-old skills of the
art of fire. “Today, the
few companies that still
produce enamelled
dials or watch faces
or backs in their
workshops are
witnessing the
survival of a long
tradition in Geneva,
to which they are
giving new life.”
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CONSTANTIN WILD
A JOURNEY IN COLOURS
Paraiba tourmaline, imperial topaz, Mandarin garnet… Constantin Wild
is on a worldwide quest for the rarest stones. This specialist continues to uphold
the reputation of a family business whose fame is internationally recognised. Portrait.

Constantin Wild & Co. is a recognised gemstone trading company,
but it is, above all, a historic and prestigious name. That of a family
that existed for centuries and knew how to build its reputation of
cutters of agates at first, then of coloured stones of any kind, a
family of jewellers. Since 1557, it is the history of a family which
built a true empire, the Wild house being born in 1847. It knew
how to weave links with the power of this world and establish
its commercial relations throughout the world: from England
to India while passing by South Africa and the United States.
The Wild house has the itch and the taste of the journey,
and that is not denied by the one who took over the place
for a little more than thirty years, Constantin Wild. In IdarOberstein, Constantin Wild manages this established
company with a master’s hand, in historical
premises redesigned and modernised.
Constantin Wild says it clearly, he spent more than twenty
years on the road to seek the most beautiful stones,
the rarest; stones that tell a story. If today the pandemic
has limited his travels and taught him to work differently,
most of his career has been built on these journeys
at the heart of his profession. Whether he is searching
for the imperial topaz, his favourite stone, in Ouro Preto
or travelling back and forth between Idar-Oberstein,
Hong Kong, Tucson or Basel to participate in
the most critical jewellery fairs, Constantin Wild
travels the world in search of the exceptional.
But why coloured stones? It is a question that often
comes up when one is in front of such an expert.
And the answer, poetic, does not disappoint. The
coloured gems for Constantin Wild are like flowers.

— Jeanne Mathas

One would tend to turn to the best
known, the most popular roses.
These roses would be, in the world
of jewellery, diamonds. But all
around these flowers, so well known
and available, there is a whole wealth,
a whole variety and a whole world.
There are incredible physical
phenomena. For example,
a coloured gem could have two
colours; or it could change colour
depending on the light to which it
is exposed. So many properties open
the field of possibilities, and although
they are scarce to find, these utterly
special stones offer the amateurs
the opportunity to distinguish
themselves. Far from the more
visible diamonds, coloured stones
are reserved for enthusiasts looking
for a unique story to tell and to wear.
Nevertheless, this market is
challenging because, even more than
diamonds, coloured stones are rare
and cannot be intensively found or
produced. Sourcing stones is difficult,
mainly when focused on a very high
level of quality. The inventory of the
house is therefore kept very carefully,
as is the management of the stock.
Also, when a new find worthy of his
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interest appears on the market,
Constantin Wild buys it immediately
and keeps the stone preciously while
waiting to see the demand arise or
increase. But one cannot plan what
will become of a gem so much its
rarity requires diligence and reverence.
Apart from its particular attention
to the quality of the stones sourced,
the company’s success, is due
to its geographical location. From
a practical point of view, when
you must be ready to take off to be
the first to see an incredible stone,
the proximity (to Frankfurt airport)
is a plus. A plus carefully cultivated
by the manager of the house Wild
because the family house has been
preserved and furnished meticulously
to the day’s tastes. And this attention
to detail does not deceive the
customers of Mr Wild, of which
the most significant houses of
jewellery, the Parisian houses mainly,
because the geographical situation
facilitates the exchanges. From
the rough stone cellar to the Gem
Bar, the buyers discover the crèmede-la-crème of all the treasures
the 103 Hauptstraße has to offer.
Partnerships, collaborations, and
buyer satisfaction are at the heart
of Constantin Wild’s work, and he
sees service and discussion as
essential values. He sees himself as
a merchant and as a partner for his
customers. He organises marketing
events for them and collaborations
like the one he recently launched
with Pomellato. Like the stones he
cherishes and seeks, his business
relationships must have a meaning,
a story to tell. Constantin Wild says
that the coloured gem market is a
niche market. Therefore, he strives
to find the best possible quality, to
satisfy demanding customers who
are attentive to this excellence that
cannot be found anywhere else.
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The exceptional attention given to
selecting the best gems is one of the
assets of Constantin Wild & Co. It is,
according to him, the most important
and what its purchasers expect:
“to provide a service of excellence but
also to be reachable by telephone, by
email, etc.” Constantin Wild is now
looking to expand its accessibility

by setting up an online sales service
and the possibility of selling remotely
with high-quality videos and
photographs to send to buyers via
Zoom, for example. Far from affecting
the company, the pandemic has
allowed us to rethink our tools and
confirm the need for an international
presence to find the right balance.

2022 Forecast Colour Palette
During a meeting at the prestigious Tucson show, Constantin Wild and
Katinka Champion, a Toronto-based graphic designer and art director,
decided to collaborate in 2020 to create the very exclusive 2022 Forecast
Colour Palette. An initiative launched for the 175th anniversary of the family
business. These predictions of future trends for coloured stones have
materialised in a palette highlighting the most refined stones that Constantin
Wild has been able to collect while travelling the globe, relentlessly tracking
down exceptional gems. We can find one of Constantin Wild’s favourite
stones, the imperial topaz. This gem is found exclusively in the Brazilian
mines of Ouro Preto, and its colour varies from golden yellow to orange to
a highly prized cherry red. A forward-looking palette worked on just before
the world was engulfed in the Covid-19 pandemic and which will see the light
of day for this long-awaited anniversary, which will be celebrated with dignity
at present edition of GemGenève.

Gem, Colours & Wild Stories
The publication Gems, Colours & Wild Stories is a tribute to the 175 years
of the house Wild. A book that is, it must be said, worthy of its price and an
art object in itself. This is the second book conceived and designed
by Constantin Wild. It was produced in collaboration with Nina Hald.
The latter has written fifteen books and works as a curator for the Danish
crown jewels. More than a simple anniversary book, this book is a mine
of information with precise articles written by the most important specialists
in the field. The book brings together more than 400 high-definition images
gleaned over the last twenty years. The book is a long-term project which
designer Torsten Lönnecker has put together elegantly and timelessly,
just like Constantin Wild & Co. Beyond the object’s beauty, this book is now
a reference for every self-respecting gemologist and jewellery lover.

Gems, Colours & Wild Stories
Constantin Wild and Nina Hald. arnoldsche Art Publishers
2021. 304 pages. €124. www.arnoldsche.com

Constantin Wild
Courtesy Constantin Wild. GemGenève
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Jewellery workshop at CFP Arts Genève
Courtesy CFP Arts Genève

JEWELLERY, THE SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE
Jewellery professions have a strong future. This is evidenced by the increasing
number of training courses dedicated to these demanding professions,
which are highlighted during GemGenève.

On GemGenève, transmission is at the heart of all discussions.
The show also gives an important place to educational projects
that mobilise the Swiss ecosystem of schools of applied arts.
For its 2022 edition, it is presenting a range of training courses
linked to the world of jewellery and design, from the technical
production of the piece to its marketing and sale. Students from
HEAD, the Higher School of Fine Arts and the School of Applied
Arts, will revisit the architectural heritage of the Grand Théâtre
de Genève in jewellery, while students from the CFP Arts
de Genève and the École Technique de la Vallée de Joux
(ETVJ) picked up the challenge of creating a gouache from
gems lent by partner-exhibitor Tank Fine Gems on the
“Gender Fluid” theme. Several prizes will be awarded
for their work, including one from the Eric Horovitz
Foundation. But what exactly can one expect to learn
in these hyper-specialised schools? Overview.
The Centre de formationprofessionnelle arts (CFPArts)inGeneva
In Geneva, the Centre de formation professionnelle
des arts (CFP Arts) has changed names many times over
its long history. Created in the 18th century, this school
founded for the workers of Geneva’s industry became the
School of Industrial Arts in 1876 before being rebranded
School of Decorative Arts, then School of Applied Arts.
These name changes are not insignificant. They bear
witness to the rapid evolution in the luxury industry
and trade throughout the 20th century. But names
are not the only thing to update. The education
system is changing too. “We had a jeweller’s course
specialising in watch cases, which closed down
because of the crisis in the watchmaking industry
in the 1970s,” recalls Richard Carbonnelle, assistant

— Carine Claude

master of CFP Arts in jewellery.
“Saddened by this closure, Hans
Wilsdorf, the founder of Rolex himself,
set up a competition, which still exists
today, in which the students make a
watch based on Rolex mechanisms.”
Today, CFP Arts welcomes nearly
800 students in different sections:
Jewellery, Ceramics, Fashion Design,
Contemporary Dance, Interior Design,
3D Polydesign, Graphic Design
and Interactive Media Design.
“The jewellery section was created
on the model of the Parisian Arts
décoratifs, which is why we still
practice French-style jewellery,
classic jewellery with lots of stones
and ornaments, explains the teacher.
We learn the trade in a classic,
manual way, while also integrating
cutting-edge technologies such as
scanners and 3D printers. However,
materials remain classic, such as
gold and silver. We do not work with
titanium, for example, which is the
great development of recent years.”
In Switzerland, two ways of learning
jewellery coexist: in a full-time school
like the CFP Arts or in a dual training
course. “The exam at the end is the
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Visiodome: high tech at your fingertips
How to present watches or jewellery remotely — and in good conditions?
This recurring question, amplified by the pandemic, is a real headache for
dealers, because like art, jewellery needs to be scrutinised, handled and felt
to be appreciated. An emotion that is not always easy to experience via a
screen, even with better-looking and more user-friendly websites. Hence the
idea of Brandstorm, a Swiss company that has designed a mini connected
video production studio that fits into a small trunk. “The Visiodome
is a plug & play trunk that works a bit like a miniature video shooting studio
connected by videoconference to be able to present objects remotely to the
client via the Internet, but with exceptional light and image quality,” explains
one of its inventors, Raphaël Henry. “Let’s say that it is a digital retail solution,
turnkey, easy to use, ergonomic and designed for connected presentations
of all types of luxury goods and articles, including watches, jewellery, leather
goods, fashion and optics”, he summarises. “Video systems or shooting
sets have always existed in luxury companies, but they are large structures
that cannot be transported or dismantled. The challenge here is to work
in a very small, manageable retail universe that can be easily stored.”
From Every Angle
Although the pandemic accelerated the R&D of the concept, the idea was
in drawers long before. “Truth is, we are architects specialising in retail,
in points of sale, with a strong appetite for digitalisation, explains Raphaël
Henry. Our clients asked us how to bring their shop environment to life,
including and especially remotely. When the health crisis hit, we were all out
of business, luxury boutiques had to close and were looking for emergency
solutions. So we put our idea into development and eight months later
we were distributing it to our first customers.”
Inside the trunk, a lighting dome with a so-called “Grand Soleil” system
for guilloché or lighting effects and a high-performance camera system allow
excellent rendering of the details and finishes of the smallest or most
complex objects, such as the inside of a watch mechanism. The whole point
of the Visiodome is that the presentation is live: as the object is handled live
by the dealer inside the Visiodome, the customer or collector sees it move
in real time and can ask to see a particular detail. “We worked with the best
lighting, photo and software specialists to achieve this result.” As a partner
of GemGenève, the Visiodome is on display throughout the show.

same, but in the institute,
we also deal with all the creative
development, explains Richard
Carbonnelle. Students generally start
at 15-16 years of age. We show them
the widest possible range of jewellery
and during the course they discover
other aspects of the profession such
as setting, gemology, design or
watch prototyping. Students can
thus specialise later on.” During
the course, practical, creative and
technical work alternates. Jewellery
is a common core from which they
can become enamellers, gem setters,
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computer graphic designers, etc.
Today, jewellery is a profession that
heavily recruits and the majority of
students are hired at the end of their
fourth year by local companies that
have hosted them on traineeships
and other work experiences.
The HEAD — Geneva
Created in 2006 from the merger
of two two-hundred-year-old schools,
the Ecole supérieure des Beaux-Arts
and the Haute école d’Arts appliqués,
the HEAD — Geneva, offers Bachelor’s
and Master’s degree courses in Visual

Arts, Cinema, Space Design, Visual
Communication and Fashion
Design, Jewellery and Accessories.
Recognised as one of the best art and
design schools in Europe, HEAD is not
just an academic institution. It is also
a cultural operator which maintains
close ties with the local art scene and
economic environment. “Jewellery
is part of a wider field: fashion and
accessories design,” explains Nina
Gander, artistic collaborator at HEAD.
“We position ourselves more as
designers than as technicians, which is
the specificity of our training. Students
work on design projects that they have
to carry out from A to Z. They have
theoretical courses on the history of
jewellery, on brand strategies and on
design. Thus, working in small groups
makes it possible to individualise
the teaching. We confront our
students with a maximum of design
experiences in very different sectors
so that they can position themselves
best when they finish their training,”
continues Nina Gander.
HEAD also has a Chair in Watch
Design, a speciality designed
“to complement the industry,
to accompany it towards its
renewal, as a source of inspiration
and innovation.” Luxury or low-price
watches, professional watches,
lifestyle accessories… Students learn
about watchmaking in the broadest
sense of the word, its history, current
trends, strategic issues for the future,
manufacturers, subcontractors,
mechanical complications,
in parallel with the courses in
the Bachelor’s degree in Product
Design/Jewellery and Accessories.
HEAD — Geneva is part of the
HES-SO Geneva (University of Applied
Sciences of Western Switzerland),
which brings together six universitylevel institutions of higher education,
offering training courses that are
focused on professional practice
and recognised internationally.
Thus, HEAD students often go
abroad at the end of their course.
And many of them join prestigious
companies such as Louis Vuitton.
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Jewellery designed by students of CPF Arts Genève
Courtesy CPF Arts Genève
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For several editions, HEAD has been involved with
GemGenève in a three-way partnership with the city’s
Grand Théâtre: “This partnership enables us to develop
thematic educational proposals around the Grand
Théâtre,” explains Nina Gander. “This year, we wanted to
work on the building itself, which has been restored at
various times. We asked the students to take inspiration
from the place, whether it be the mouldings,
the carpets or the architecture itself, and to create
jewellery based on their inspiration. The result
of this work will be exhibited during GemGenève.”
Vallée de JouxTechnical School
The Vallée de Joux is renowned for its high
level of technical and artisanal achievements.
At its heart, the Vallée de Joux Technical School
(ETVJ) is a trade school that teaches jewellers,
draughtsmen, watchmaker, micromechanic
and quality control courses leading to the
federal certificate of competence (CFC).
Recognised by the Confederation, it provides
theoretical courses, in dual training,
to watchmakers, production watchmakers,
quality controllers and micromechanics
from local watchmaking and mechanical
companies. For its part, the college
provides training for ES technicians
in the microtechnology sector.
ISG Luxury Geneva
The jewellery and watchmaking
professions are not always solely
manual. ISG Luxury Geneva, a
business school dedicated to the
luxury industries, trains managers
in these fields. Its courses focus
on marketing, management and
administration, while offering
a practical apprenticeship
in the professions of fine
watchmaking and jewellery,
fashion and luxury in general.
It promotes two Bachelor’s
degrees: one in Fine Watch
Brand Management and
one in Fine Jewellery
Brand Management,
a highly specialised
degree organised to
understand the rules
and business practices
of the sector,
the environment,
and the marketing
and commercial
challenges
of jewellery.
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Mid-19th century enameller’s workbench
Courtesy Musée international d’horlogerie

OF STONES AND PEARLS
After major Parisian exhibitions, including the one at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs
devoted to Cartier, a selection of jewellery presentation
not to be missed under any circumstances.

“Engraved stones”. Stone heart
The École des Arts Joailliers in Paris is presenting a beautiful
exhibition on “Engraved stones, cameos, intaglios and rings from
the Guy Ladrière collection”. A historical and aesthetic panorama of
the art of engraved stones from Antiquity to the 19th century at the
heart of this exceptional private collection which will be shown
to the general public for the first time. Miniature versions of
monumental sculptures and bas-reliefs, intaglios — engraved in
hollow — or cameos — engraved in relief — feature mythological
figures, the Virgin and Child, bestiaries and portraits. Collected
for some forty years by this passionate expert, the 400 or
so pieces he has assembled, mainly rings, showcase all the
aspects of the thousand-year-old art of glyptics. Greek and
neoclassical intaglios, antique and medieval cameos, small
sculptures from the imperial period, rings, Merovingian
bookmarks, episcopal rings… present a continuous
panorama of techniques and styles from ancient Greece
to the 19th century. A true initiation to the history of glyptics.
“Engraved stones”.
From 12 May to 1st October 2022
L’ÉCOLE, School of Jewelry Arts
31 rue Danielle Casanova. Paris 1st
www.lecolevancleefarpels.com

“Wampum”. Precious pearls
This is a little-known pearl. The exhibition at the
quai Branly museum in Paris highlights all aspects

— Carine Claude

of wampum, the shell pearl from
the Atlantic coast of North America,
which is of central importance in the
organisation of Amerindian societies
of the north-east of this region.
Originally used as an ornament
or symbol of prestige, exchanged
as gifts, this material and its
uses diversified in the 17th and
18th centuries within the framework
of relations between the Aboriginal
nations and European colonies
established in this vast territory
stretching from southern Quebec
to the present-day state of South
Carolina. Through its values, the
wampum bears witness to a chapter
in Amerindian, North American
and European history. It is also
an excellent way to understand the
societies that were established during
the period of New France (1600-1763),
through exchanges, alliances and
confrontations between Amerindians,
French and English.
“Wampum”
Until 15 May
Musée du quai Branly
37 quai Branly. Paris 7th
www.quaibranly.fr
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“The secret of colours”. Rainbow
Their delicate shades are
unparalleled. Lesser-known than
translucent enamels on copper,
opaque Chinese enamels were born
of a technical and artistic emulation
between East and West. Above all,
they tell the story of a little known
— but fascinating — part of the
political history of the 18th century
and of diplomatic relations between
Europe and China. “At the turn of
the 18th century, Jesuits who came
to the Chinese court brought with
them diplomatic gifts, including
enamelled objects. They aroused
incredible curiosity — including that
of the emperor. Chinese craftsmen
were inspired by them, which
gave rise to a real technological
revolution,” explains Pauline
d’Abrigeon, curator of the Baur
Foundation, pointing out that
the Taipei Museum also possesses,
quite surprisingly, enamels from
Limoges that are the retrospects
of these exchanges. “The exhibition
also deals with a second aspect
— which we would describe today
as ‘industrial intelligence’ — when,
in the 19th century, the Sèvres factory
developed a great interest in Chinese
ceramics and, in particular, enamels
on glazes, especially oxblood and
celadon glazes, which were highly
sought after,” she adds. The consuls
and clerics on missions, among the
few Westerners allowed to set foot
on Chinese territory at the time, were
given the secret task of collecting
samples of earthenware, glazes and
porcelain bodies in order to unravel
their mysteries on their return to
Paris. With nearly 9,000 objects of art
from China and Japan, the institution
created by Swiss collector Alfred Baur
(1865-1951) possesses a significant
collection of these opaque enamels,
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which were the subject of much envy.
The exhibition concludes with an
overview of contemporary creation
with works by Austrian artist Thomas
Bohle. Organised in conjunction with
the 50th Congress of the International
Academy of Ceramics and the
Carouge 2022 international ceramics
competition, it will also give everyone
the opportunity to learn about
the practice of glazing through
educational programmes
and artistic workshops.
“The secret of colours, ceramics
from China and Europe from
the 18th century to today”
From 14 September 2022 to
12 February 2023
Fondation Baur, musée des arts
d’Extrême-Orient
8 rue Munier-Romilly. Genève
www.fondation-baur.ch

“Pelletier, Goldsmiths”. Our friend Claude
Pelletier is a name that resounds
with brilliance in the world of
goldsmithing. Claude Pelletier,
a goldsmith and jeweller who works
in the heart of the old village of Biot
near Nice, has spent his life raising
his creations to the level of modern
art. In 1964, he participated in the
creation of the Maison des Métiers
d’Art Français. He also designed
models for Omega, created
accessories for Guy Laroche,
worked as a designer for Christofle
or for Cartier’s S collection…
The town of Cagnes-sur-Mer pays
him a beautiful tribute with the
exhibition “Pelletier, Orfèvres”

at the Musée du Bijou contemporain
— Espace Solidor. Claude Pelletier,
who has strong ties to the city, took
part in an exhibition of contemporary
jewellery at the Château-Musée
Grimaldi in 1993. He then became
involved in the creation of the Espace
Solidor, which became the Musée du
Bijou contemporain. This exhibition,
held precisely there, offers a
panorama of the creations of Claude
and Thierre Pelletier, his son. On the
menu, traditional and impertinent
jewels for some, works with precious
or new materials for others.
“Pelletier, Goldsmiths”.
Until 12 June
Musée du Bijou contemporain
Espace Solidor
Place du Château. Cagnes-sur-Mer

“Éclat de verre. La maîtrise de l’émail”
Triple anniversary
At the Musée international
d’Horlogerie, the exhibition
“Éclat de verre. The mastery of
enamel” is taking place at the
convergence of three celebrations:
that of the International Year of Glass,
that of the 150th anniversary of the
creation of the School of Applied
Arts in La Chaux-de-Fonds and that
of the inscription of the know-how
in watchmaking mechanics and
art mechanics on UNESCO’s list
of intangible cultural heritage.
This is an opportunity to present
the ancestral techniques of enamel
applied to watchmaking decoration,
from the 16th century to the present
day, but above all to take an interest

Woman’s profile. Guy Ladrière Collection
Photo Benjamin Chelly. © L’ÉCOLE, School of Jewelry Arts
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150 years
in the transmission of the enamelling
profession, which was threatened
with extinction until recently.
“The exhibition focuses on these
transmission processes,” explains
Nathalie Marielloni, curator of the
Musée International de l’Horlogerie.
“The last public enamelling school
in Geneva closed at the end of the
1960s. So how can this high level
of craftsmanship be passed on? The
exhibition thus asks about the future,
both from the point of view of the
modalities and the responsibility of
this handing down.” Underneath the
apparent simplicity of its composition
— glass and metal oxides — lies
the skill of the enamellers who must
master its preparation, application
and firing in the oven. Even today,
decorating a watch with enamel is
akin to alchemy and retains its share
of secrets. “Éclat de verre” thus
highlights the art of enamelling
at its highest levels of mastery thanks
to loans from numerous Swiss and
international public and private
institutions, while at the same time
highlighting the past and present
challenges of training enamellers
specialising in watch decoration
through the School’s industrial
arts collection. It is a continuation
of the exhibition “Transmissions.
L’immatériel photographié” devoted
to mechanical know-how, which
ended last November. A publication
and a programme of events complete
this curatorial proposal, echoing
the proposals of the École d’arts
appliqués for its anniversary
celebrations [see box].

The Art School of La Chaux-de-Fonds is celebrating
its 150th anniversary this year. Located at an altitude of
1,000 metres, one of the oldest schools of its kind in Switzerland
was founded in 1872, following the drawing classes opened
in 1870 by the Société des patrons graveurs. Closely linked
to the town’s watchmaking industry, this artistic hive has
trained generations of high-flying craftsmen and designers.
One of its bees being no other than Le Corbusier.

“Éclat de verre. La maîtrise de l’émail”

École d’art de La Chaux-de-Fonds
13 and 14 May
Anciens abattoirs
123 rue du commerce
La Chaux-de-Fonds

From 1st May to 6 November 2022
Musée international d’Horlogerie
29 rue des Musées
La Chaux-de-Fonds
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It is now organised into three fields: objects (engraving,
jewellery, setting, design of watchmaking objects), fashion
(creation of couture clothing, of N’mod clothing) and visual
communication (graphic design, interactive media design).
At the School of Art, enamel painting was taught between
1891 and 1918, and the art of enamelling (enamel
preparations and firing techniques) appeared in the
jewellery (cloisonné enamel) and engraving (champlevé
enamel) programmes between 1970 and 1978.
One of the exhibitions scheduled as part of the
festivities, “Éclat de verre. La maîtrise de l’émail”at the
Musée International de l’Horlogerie will look back at
this transmission. At the La Chaux-de-Fonds Fine
Arts Museum, “Sortir du bois. À la lisière du Style
sapin” deals with the originality of this style, which
was born in the School of Art at the beginning of
the 20th century, and is an original interpretation of
Art Nouveau, while at the musée d’art et d’histoire
de Neuchâtel, “Du projet à l’objet. Arts appliqués
du XVIIIe siècle à nos jours” brings to life the
stages in the making of an applied art object,
from its conception to its marketing, through its
creation and production.
The main festivities for the 150th anniversary of
the School of Art will take place in the
imposing nave of the Anciens abattoirs, a
monumental place converted into a cultural
and event site. Students from all sections
will revisit the history of this venerable
school in the form of parades, visual
animations, exhibitions and publications..
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